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insideThink

the box

The Cube Huddle provides space for quiet phone calls, work or meetings in 
loud and noisy environments. A perfect object for lively open-plan offices. 
The Cubes can be used flexibly and provide the desired privacy in existing 
spaces. Available in six sizes, with the right size for each activity.



Variable in use
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The Cube Huddle’s sleek, timeless design makes it a suitable 
addition to any space. Because it is not anchored to the existing 
floor, it is easy to move when necessary. A wide choice of fabrics 
is available for the wall design, or you could elect to incorporate 
your own branding. The Cube can also be equipped to your 
specifications with a whiteboard, TV preparation, or additional 
electrical facilities.
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Specifications  From quiet oasis to
dynamic hotspot.
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Optional
•	 Whiteboard

Fire retardant
•	 Wool:	for	the	combustion	of	wool,	25.2%		
	 oxygen	is	needed.	The	air	we	breathe	
	 contains	only	21%	oxygen	on	average,
	 which	makes	the	material	flame	
	 extinguishing.	The	flash	point	of	wool	
	 can	only	be	achieved	at	a	temperature	of	
	 circa	580°C.
•	 Createx	achieves	DIN	EN	13501-1

Lighting 
Including light source and 2700k spots.

Air circulation
The ceiling of the Cube is equipped with both 
air intake and air exhaust.

Upholstery
Wide choice for the design of the acoustic 
walls. Kvadrat upholstery, own branding with 
Createx Visual, Whiteboards.

A list of all fabric colours can be found in our 
Material List.

Createx Visual: upholstery with your own de-
sign, image or corporate identity. 100% polyes-
ter with fire-retardant coating (achieved DIN EN 
13501-1).

A variety of upholsteries is available on request, 
please contact us for more information.

Cube Huddle

Composition
Two sides consist of acoustic walls based on 
80mm recycled aluminium in accordance with 
profile and in accordance with EN-486.

Glass
Front and rear side consist of clear laminated 
glass with an 8mm tempered-glass door on 
one side.

Filling
Inside equipped with a 19mm air gap and 
30mm of absorbing material.
Outside equipped with 15mm sheep’s wool.

Sound absorption
Sound absorption coefficient aw 0.60 per side 
(NEN-EN-ISO 354).

Electricity
1 x incorporated double wall socket per room.
Optional: wall socket can be replaced by two 
RH45 Cat6 data connections.
Optional: Inside can be equipped with TV 
preparation, including some wall sockets and 
cable conduit Ø 45mm.

Deblick is a certified company.



Specifications Choose your activity-
based Cube.

Width Depth Height 

990 990 2300

1150 1220 2300

2140 1220 2300

2140 1980 2300

2600 2440 2300

3130 2970 2300

 

Cube Booth

Cube One

Cube Chat

Cube Sit

Cube Work

Cube Meet

Cube One Cube Meet Cube Chat

Cube Booth Cube Sit Cube Work

Dimensions
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atSpaces

ease

It is our conviction that the atmosphere 
in a room contributes to people’s per-
formance. 
 
Deblick strives for aesthetical and functional 
optimisation of interior spaces, for all the 
senses. It is all about a feeling, people need to 
feel good in order to be able to perform well. 
The right light, the right acoustics and the right 
privacy. In this way, we can guarantee the per-
fect balance in a room.
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+31 (0)40 293 18 70 
hello@deblick.com deblick.com

Spaces 
at ease


